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As we begin a new year, we recover from a loss. But our Meles has only left 

physically. His ideas remain intact. Meles has taken enough time to share his wisdom 

on various issues not only with handful political elites but with ordinary people 

through multiple media outlets. We expect our future leaders to do the same. As our 

hero has departed, it’s now due time for us to revisit some of the lessons he shared 

with us. In this essay, I have chosen to dwell on his perspective on leadership.  

During the world economic forum in Addis, Meles was asked: “What type/ 

kind of leadership does Africa need in the next ten years to shape the agenda of its 

transformation process?” His answer was: 

 A leadership that has a very clear plan and strategies to overcome the structural 

problems of the continent focused primarily on inclusive economic growth. So, the 

vision, the strategy is critical.  

 Secondly, I think Africa needs a leadership which has the perseverance to continue on 

the chosen path when the going gets rough. If there’s going to be transformation, sooner 

or later, the going is going to get rough. So, there has to be the stamina to persevere 

when the going gets rough.  



 And the third point is: it must be a leadership that is able and prepared to say “No!” 

When that leadership is required to act in a manner that is not consistent with the long 

term interests of each country and the continent as a whole. We cannot please everyone. 

As shown above, Meles has vividly identified strategy, endurance and confidence 

as the three major qualities that future African leaders should muster. Foresighted leaders 

like Meles clearly define their vision (what they want to see in the future) and carefully 

device strategies for realizing them. They break down their strategies into programs 

(plans) which guide their daily waking (not working) hours. One ancient Chinese 

strategists wrote that “every battle is won before it is fought”, i.e., at the planning stage. 

Accordingly, leaders like Meles allocate tremendous time and effort to strategizing for 

winning the battle against poverty before taking any action.   

Once the strategy is in place, a competent leader sets out to translate them into 

action. This is the stage where “blood, sweat and tears” are shed. Meles said: “if there is 

going to be transformation, sooner or later, the going is going to get rough”. These 

“rough” patches, according to Meles, can be overcome with “stamina to persevere”. 

Hence, endurance is the second most important quality of leadership. As saying goes: 

“the darkest night is the one closest to the morning”. The more one progresses, the more 

one gets tired and wants to stop by failing to notice that one has approached victory. 

Meles has pointed that perseverance is that energy which delivers one from desperation 

to triumph.   

As strategies are translated into action through hard work (perseverance) some 

results will appear quickly while others take longer time. Surely, these new results will 

attract attention from every corner. Especially, those who underestimated African 



leadership will begin to take it more seriously. Meles knew that certain individuals, 

organizations, political parties, governments and institutions will, intentionally or 

otherwise, attempt to influence African leaders and challenge them to halt, postpone 

and/or alter their “clear strategies and plans” and/or action. That is why he called for “a 

leadership that is able and prepared to say No!” For Meles, saying “No!” requires an 

ability and preparation. It requires an ability to foresee possible arguments challengers 

might pose and a preparation to address their concerns reasonably. Meles doesn’t say 

“no!” with arrogance but with reason. Hence, confidence (ability and preparedness to say 

no) is the third quality of a competent leader. 

If Meles thought that leaders were born than made, he wouldn’t have bothered to 

share those leadership qualities with everyone. Also, had he thought that selected few had 

these qualities, he would not have uttered them on public television. Being pragmatic, 

Meles knew leaders were made rather than born. This is why Meles is still relevant today. 

There is so much to learn from him.  He has just opened a flood gate of possibilities for 

everyone to believe there is no limit to what they can do by showing them that poor and 

illiterate peasants could defeat Africa’s largest army and transform themselves from post-

children of war and famine to one of the fastest growing economies in the world. This 

heightened level of awareness has boosted popular self-esteem. Meles has already 

unlocked Ethiopia’s potential to produce able leaders who will eventually take it back to 

its glorious past in due course of time.  

 In conclusion, Meles identified: strategy, perseverance and confidence as three 

qualities that future generation of African leaders should muster. He has demonstrated 

these qualities in many of the strategies he crafted, implemented and justified with 



confidence for almost 40 years. He has generously shared his wisdom with all of us who 

bothered to listen. There is nothing we possibly can expect from a human being. The task 

that waits responsible people is to systematically collect, organize, disseminate and even 

interpret his speeches, writings and interviews for future generations to come.      


